
Component Issue Description
Access Control CE-118833 In the Manage Users page, incorrect number of users are displayed in the first page.

Access Control CE-120520
When User Inactivity Log is provided with read access, Application Builder menu is wrongly displayed in the Administration 

menu.

Access Control: Access Roles CE-120172 Access Role rights can be given to Data Feed pages which are no longer accessible.

ACR CE-120097 Unable to export ACR for Data Feeds.

API (Web, Rest, other) CE-120476 No validation for RemoveUserFromGroup and RemoveUserFromRole api calls.

Application Builder CE-120447
Field Name with leading spaces were being eliminated, resulting in an issue where if there was another field with the same 

name but without leading spaces, it would trigger a "not a unique field name" error.

Application Builder CE-120531
Incorrect Label was coming for Text Box Layout Object.

Show Help Text checkbox was coming in Text Box Layout Object.

Application Builder, Database, Rest API 

Suite
CE-120517

Get field information by field ID REST API call returns incorrect MaximumSelection value for values list field with radio button 

control.

Note: In previous Archer versions, in some cases, through data import - users can import more than 1 value into a values-list 

field with dropdown and radio button controls. This will no longer be allowed starting from 6.14.0.1 since we are enforcing 

the max selection to be 1 for dropdown and radio button controls.

Application Builder, Packaging CE-120119 Some Sub-forms keeps loading when trying to open them and App Builder blanking out when adding a Sub-Form field.

Calculations CE-120267 Wrong errors in "OtherText" calculations of value list. Fixed by encoding the quotes before feeding data to calc engine.

Database CE-120333 Improve performance of Client Monitor table transactions.

Data Feeds CE-120295
The code logic during the append validation message for the update Data feed process was incorrect which was causing the 

issue and user was not getting the validation message.

Data Feeds CE-120521 Data feed error UI does not filter results properly.

Data Feeds, UI CE-120454
Implemented code change to incorporate the missing functionality in the ui-components repo for the radio button group 

control.

Export CE-120451
Error while exporting record in PDF, RTF and HTML format when an MRDC field references a values list via cross-reference to 

2nd level of the cross-referenced application.

Export CE-120465 The export output of a report is different from what is appearing in Archer on the report.

Jobs CE-119490 Delete Cleanup Jobs failing due to foreign key constraint errors FK_tblCalcSelectValue_tblIVSelectValue.

Job Framework CE-119786 Some job records are never being cleaned up in tblAsyncInstrumentation table.

Job Framework CE-120297 Delete cleanup jobs failing due to foreign key constraint errors FK_tblFolder_tblModule.

Notifications CE-120245 Duplicate Notification Schedules created by multiple package installations of same package containing scheduled notification.

Notifications CE-120414
In the Application and Admin Notifications, fields are not being pasted into the Subject and Body text boxes at the cursor 

position.

Packaging CE-120003
Workflow fields will be populated for newly created application/Questionnaire. For already affected records\applications 

please run the one-time script attached.

Packaging CE-120443 Fixed the code in the Common Library. Post that, the directional search report is installing correctly.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.14.0.1
This section is a list of issues that have been fixed in the current release.



Packaging CE-120466 Sub-form > sort field > primary or secondary sort field id was getting save as "zero" if we do not select any sorting.

Questionnaires CE-120423 Locked fields can be deleted from the layout in Application Builder.

Questionnaires CE-120564 Unable to set individual formatting styles for question fields in questionnaires.

Questionnaires, Record Page CE-119728 Data loss in records after clicking Save.

Record Page CE-120413
In task management related record, if there is a cross reference field column and the status field column, the value inside the 

cross reference field will not be displayed.

Record Page CE-120405 When the dialog appears, the screen reader should announce the title of the window.

Search and Search Results CE-119651 Drill down statistical report will return correct results. Please use one-time script provided to restore correct values in db.

Smart Data Publication (SDP) CE-120391 Smart Data Publication (SDP) fails with "Collection Can't Be Empty" error for users and groups detail.

Workflow (AWF) CE-120323
Due to increased load to the server, save of assessment campaign takes too long causing a timeout which causes a failure in 

assessment campaign generation.

Workflow (AWF) CE-120313 User initiated AWF content displayed the action button(greyed out) after it has completed the workflow. 

UI CE-120419 Keyboard focus was not visible for subheading under advanced search page.


